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Synopsis
From award-winning author, comes this fun romantic contemporary with a dash of suspense set in the small town of Mule Post, Texas where the nights can get hotter than the summer days. Isobel Trinidad vows no man will rope her into the humdrum life of a housewife and take away her dreams of becoming the National Barrel Champion like her father had done to her mother. Her mind is set, until a handsome Yankee comes to Mule Post, Texas and upsets everything she has believed about herself. A rash of arsons brings State Fire Marshal Warner Keyson to the small Texas community, where a wildfire of a woman stops him in his tracks. Intrigued by Issy’s fire, he contrives ways to keep her close while conducting his investigation. What they create, which neither of them bargained for, is the blaze of a lifetime.
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Customer Reviews
I have come to really enjoy Autumn Jordon’s work. She has made me smile and given me a few stories now that have so engaged me that I had my kindle up at every available moment. I enjoyed a few of her other titles too. She developed characters that engaged me in their conversations and
had me trying to help them make better decisions before they of course came to the appropriate conclusion through their story line. I enjoyed the process of reading this and each one that the author has finished and I have begun. I thought that the tenacity of the character was a good introduction.

First of all, I must not have looked to see how long this was, as I would never had purchased a book only 106 pages long. First of all you had no time to get to know the characters. Everything was so rushed and too perfect. Very disappointed. Do not recommend this book.

Like the crack of the heroine’s whip, OBW gets your attention from the opening page. Texas horsewoman, Isobel Trinidad, is a no-nonsense, independent and confident woman. She knows what she wants and what she doesn’t want and she isn’t afraid to take life full-throttle. What she is afraid of is men. Or at least too busy barrel racing and running Wayback’s taxi service to get involved with one. But when Warren Keyson, the state fire marshall, shows up to investigate a string of suspicious fires, even Issy’s whip can’t keep him away from her. Their relationship ignites fires that jump off the page. Ms. Jordan’s characters take the reader on a compelling and emotional ride. I especially enjoyed the dialogue and details the author laced into the story, making me feel like she knew Texas and its people well. Whether you’re a fan of the Wayback series, or like me, new to it, you’ll enjoy Obessed By Wildfire. It’s a fun, satisfying read.

This is a great book from beginning to end! Isobel is a firecracker from texas not looking for love but when Warren the state fire marshall comes to town it all falls apart at her feet. She wants to fight the feeling but in the end it all works out for the best! The characters in this book were like real life and you could really imagine the scenes Autumn Jordon was creating... It was a true romantic story for me and I loved every minute of it.

Good writing, an interesting storyline, strong female characters and a taste of Texas make this book worthwhile. My only problem with it was the frequent and pejorative use of the word Yankee. I thought thinking such as that didn’t exist anymore! Guess I won’t visit Texas!

Quick read that had a smoldering romance and a firebug out of control. For its shortness we still got a fleshed out story of a State Fire Marshal who’s in the small Texas town to investigate a rash of barn burnings and tough as nails barrel racer Isobel Trinidad. Would have loved for the book to
have been longer but overall it was satisfying.

I really liked this novel... Isobel’s character is strong and independent while at the same time needing the companionship of the very virile and handsome Warner. Finding out that her mother had a fiery spirit that her father kept aflame was a nice twist.

Just read the sample of this book and see if it doesn’t grab you! This is a hot read (haha, no pun intended) and a lot of fun, besides. The small-town Texas setting draws you in and the author does a wonderful job of keeping you rooting for Warner and Isobel despite danger and the challenges in their way.
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